Auretti's Dutch Skipper Cello Part

Written as an addendum to "The Harper's Accomplice" book for recorder and harp arranged by Ellen Tepper. This arrangement by Mary Radspinner. Compliments of Melody's Traditional Music. www.folkharp.com "The Harper's Accomplice" is available at most stores selling harp print music, or from www.folkharp.com
Written as an addendum to "The Harper's Accomplice" book for recorder and harp arranged by Ellen Tepper. This arrangement by Mary Radspinner. Compliments of Melody's Traditional Music. "The Harper's Accomplice" is available at www.folkharp.com or www.afghanpressmusic.com
St. Martin's Lane Cello Part

Written as an addendum to "The Harper's Accomplice" book for recorder and harp arranged by Ellen Tepper. This arrangement by Mary Radspinner. Compliments of Melody's Traditional Music.

"The Harper's Accomplice" is available at most stores selling harp print music, or from www.folkharp.com

Pre 2014 versions of "The Harper's Accomplice" have this measure as Em instead of Emaj.